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Installation Plates
Shield Plates
Angled wall mounting plates 
Weather Covers

Installation Plate
The Idesco® Installation Plate is injection moulded and 
has perforated holes for all Idesco® reader mounting. 
The installation plate is useful for covering socket holes 
when using a mullion type reader, provides more space 
for connections and also helps ensure reliable reading 
when multifunction cards are scanned. This additional 
space is particularly important when readers are installed 
upon metal surfaces.

Dimensions (hxwxd)
     Installation plate small 140 x 49 x 10 mm

     Installation plate large 170 x 80 x 10 mm
Plate material Plastic
Colour Matte black
For housings Pin, Basic, Slim, Slim Pin

Dedicated back plates available for Quattro housings with 
connector / without connector

Shield Plate
The Idesco® Shield Plate enhances installations where 
two RFID readers will orient opposite each other, as 
on both sides of a door frame or wall.  In such close 
proximity, readers’  RF fields interfere with each other’s 
signal stability, degrading reading performance.  The 
Idesco® Shield Plate protects against such interference 
and may be used with the majority of Idesco’s products. 
Available in three sizes: Basic, Pin and Quattro. 

Dimensions (hxwxd)
    Basic 52 x 118 x 1 mm

    Pin 52 x 147 x 1 mm
    Quattro 93 x 93 x 1 mm
Plate Material Aluminum 
Colour Matte black
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Angled wall mounting plates

Weather Covers

The Idesco Angled wall mounting plates are injection moulded and have perforated holes for mounting. Besides 
covering socket holes, installation plates provide more space for connections and also help ensure reliable reading. 
This additional space is particularly important when readers are installed upon metal surfaces. More importantly, 
angled backplates enhance reader’s usability and enable more flexible reader installations at varied heights. 

Idesco Weather Covers provide a last important element of shelter to the already tough IP67 protection of Idesco’s 
supremely reliable readers. Idesco weather covers protect reader function from either the accumulation of encrusting 
snow or the extreme surface heat that direct sun can create on hot days. Idesco’s weather covers’ black coating also 
helps mask user entry of personal pin codes. Deploy Idesco Weather Covers to protect your readers from encrusted 
snow wherever outdoor keypads, or visible status lights are relied on at sites with harsher winters.

Dimensions (hxwxd)
     Angled wall mounting plate Quattro 10 deg 86 x 86 mm, 10° angle

     Angled wall mounting plate Quattro 33 deg 88 x 88 mm, 33° angle
     Angled wall mounting plate VM 10 deg 94 x 131 mm, 10° angle
     Angled wall mounting plate VM 33 deg 94 x 131mm, 33° angle
     Angled wall mounting plate VS 10 deg 48 x 151 mm, 10° angle
Plate material Plastic
Colour Matte black

Dimensions (hxwxd)
     Slim Weather Cover 165 (h) x 73 (w) mm external, 160 x 65 mm internal

     Quattro Weather Cover 110 (h) x 92 (w) mm external, 97 x 87 mm, internal
Plate material Plastic
Colour Matte black
For housings Slim, Quattro, VM, VS


